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3 $ . . a
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en if it means stepping on political | insult him if you say all thereis to THICK AND THIN: i AND eo Cold Stream Pink
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of his scientific wonders, Verne 2% of these the paper risks loss of and black. Try shocking pink for a | Mak > fis ee 22-2 Brawn 'n ServeRolis tii &*%15¢ em

wrote of the daring Captain Nemo| ls privilege, | {belt or an outfit, or emerald green | £ ove Marvel Rolls Tyo, 15¢ Bi 22¢ SHURF

in a submarine, the Nautilus. it rom our experience, if there is! belt on another. The voile can be! : v 8.07. ot

could have stayed submerged for | one sport that requires skill, it is! blouse and skirt, broadcloth skirt] Father Proud | Gibbs Cut Green Beans CANS 28¢ Z, SPI

long distances if it had needed to | cut-smarting a big bass. Why even and voile blouse. Use your imagin-: With One Of { Kitchen Charm Waxed Paper bi 20c ——

do so in its role in “Twenty perch have made us look silly! We| ation and run riot in color and fab- | My-T-Fine Desserts 401. 23 SHURE

Thoussnd Leagues Under: the Sea”. have met up with fish that were rie. an ; The Followin ‘Gifts . 3 . ti ne. <3 PE;
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facing. Truth that proved Verne's fish that 0} aay Irom hil! Most prove the flavor. Green peas are Watch Band Campbell S Tomato Juice CANS 25¢ PRI

fiction. We have surpassed the sportsmen think the Post Office| good serving in a mushroom sauce, | which comes in a beautiful { Siz Maine Sardine IN OIL OR 3%-OL. : 3 b

| Department ¢ io. he Ss : | satherotte cigarette case © S 25¢ 7 — ie
French writes time in proving his Department could do better with! 213 » little ‘arated onion to. the leatherette cigarette case Yo E MUSTARD SAGE Xa { —

theories attainable: He wrote an-| JXavers money than taking time sauce to enhance the mushroom $10.95 (tax incl.) Z & Del Monte Fruit Cocktail CAN 35¢

other thriller, “Journey to the "0 to make such a ruling a- flavor. String beans served in a Lord Mott’ GN KIN

Moen”, and it may not be as far- POU! fishing, perhaps devote more mushroom sauce are delicious Al A Parker "21 ® FsCooley Pranes aes
| . 3. |
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fetched as some might believe. We thought to a solution of deficits dash of nutmeg improves the fla- | Pen & Pencil Set Tuna Hii A 3%.02 19¢ 33¢

: irs : and increased postal rates and re-| yor. Cre: j hr i
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might brush up on our Jules. Verne and I and | vor. Cream of mushroom soup with Ar : 16-07.
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Had ‘heard of the shortage of Harvey Stoner, Mt Joy R2, was| WITH MRS. GARTH SNYDER | $6.50 & Up | Many of the estates we serve are estle's Morsels i we. 19¢ =): KID
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appearing from the native scene. when he came upon a fresh mound the Church of God, Tuesday even-| $3.50 & Up experience, knowledge and contine A U i |

The new edition of the American cf earth in the field. ing. : Tr . | j \ \ \ |} | PIN
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doctor used to be part of the fam- prompted them to postpone their | C. F. Helwig, Mis. Ellen Linde-|{ A New Elgin or Bulova \ RY raa AN, . ain A ount oy, d. 1 B 0. os

ily circle. He knew the secrets of | investigation. However, later, Ston- | muth, Mrs. C. R. Charles, Mrs. Kate| Watch $47 50 & Up = = : S. G. H
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knew the sources of ailments, hy formed by a neighbor digging in| Stella Sweigart, Mrs. Blanche Par. | See all these rather beautiful gifts| i All Prices In This Store ow mn

sical and mental, because he knew the field seeking a predatory animal | sons, Mrs. Lulu Stauffer, Miss Mae Sop.Kates which are reasonably| ; se | Tr
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, ; ous | | | | ; re The Same As se
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